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Former /-State student wins c-omposition award
Following in the footsteps of Roque Cordero, ISU professor of music and winner of
. the coveted 1974 Koussevitzky International
Recording Award, couldn't be easy for
anyone, but Richard Teegarden, a former I$U
student now living in Eureka, has taken a
first step in the right direction.
"Ingleside," a trio Teegarden composed
with guidance from Cordero, has been named
the 1975 winner of t·h e Longby School of
Music Chamber Music Compeititon.
Teegarden will receive a $1,000 cash prize in
addition to an all-expense-paid trip to Longby
in Cambridge, Mass., for the premiere of his
work Dec. 6.
·
Cordero will receive the proofread score of
the work for piano, violin and cello and
Teegarden's dedication which reads, "with
deep appreciation for your guidance in my
studies of composition" and ''for the gift you
have given to me of your knowledge . ... "

Richa.rd , Teegarden looks over musical
score with former teacher Roque Cordero, right.

Cordero, described by his colleague Arthur
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Corra as "a Cf!reful, studied magnificent
craftsman," continues to be as intellectually
demanding of himself as he is of his students,
despite his many laurels. One of his most recent awards was a $5,600 fellowship-grant
from the National Endowment for the Arts to
compose a major work celebrating the ideals
of Abraham Lincoln, Mahatma Gandhi,
John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King:
After many months of research, Cordero is
writing his own text as well as composing the
score-in addition to teaching composition in
his one-to-one style. True to form, though, he
took time out from his own work recently to
visit with T~egarden and prepare him to defend " Ingleside" in workshops with students
at -Longby.
Teegarden is understandably proud o_f the
reception granted his first work, but like Cordero, he doesn't plan to stoI_> studying and
working. In fact, he plans to use his $1,000
award to ·return to study at -ISU next
sel!}ester.
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f~tJ:aware of-2~year colleges
•
..

"You're -getting over one hundred of our
students now. How would you like 'to have
over a thousand? We like what you are doing
at Illinois State."
This was the comment of a community
college president to ISU President Gene A.
Budig on a visitation trip-of two-year colleges
in the state this fali. Atypical? Hardly. --The
response over· and ·over, in the president's
fra_vels, .has been that Illinois -State is doing
something right for the community colleges
of the state of Illinois.
·

graduates enter ISU with junior standing.
Also in each instance, the people declared
that this was the first time the president of a
major state university stopped by.

The proof is in the most accurate measure:
· where the students are going. In the cases of
each of 12 community colleges that the president and other administrators have visited,
the point was invariably raised that ISU gets
mQre transfers from the institution than any
other university. And in some cases, ISU wa.s
outdrawing other universities within a few
miles of the community college.
_ Why? According to the presidents-, administrators and faculty af the community
colleges,- ISU is responsive to their needs;
most of the other schools are not. It's as sim'"
ple as that.
As one student services dean put it, ''When I
call I)linois State with a question, Art Adams or one of his staff gets me the answer. When I
cail other schoti'ls, they refer me from office to
office."

•

President Budig, traveling with Art
Ada ms, coordinator of school and college
r.elations in th~ Office of Admissions, and
Richard Godfrey, director ,of public affairs,
visited seven community colleges in the
spring, and this fall added five more two-year
institutions, Lincoln Land at Springfield,
Lincoln College in Lincoln, Richland Community College in Decatur, Parkland at
Champaign and Danville Junior College.
At each stop, the friendly relations with
- ISU were mentioned and specifically, t he
compact Illinois State has· with community
colleges ,whereby·· their · associate degree ·
'
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his staff particularly complimented ISU for
its assistance in that college's early development through such people as Gerald Smith,
who served as interim president, Stanley
Rives and Charles Edwards. They also mentioned the early support ISU gave the community college program in the state in the person of Elden Lichty, now retired.

As President Budig explained each time,
there was no agenda for the \cisits. "We have
only come to say thank •you for the fine
students you send to us and to see if you have
any problems with the institution."
Discussions ranged from new cooperative
efforts that can be established to academic
program topics, In one . case, advice was
sought as to the establishment of a football
team. At Danville, where the chairman of the
board: Terry Vogel, joined the group, the role
of the community in college life was discuss-ed.
Richland President Murray Deut~h_ and

Illinois State has some 3,500 community
college transfer students and they have
achieved notable academic success, according to Adams, maintaining a good overall
grade point average.
President Budig, after the trip, commented
that he feels the visits are very worth:while,
· providing an insight into the ways in which
ISU can work more closely with the community colleges of the state.

I-State announces 2 .large grants
The total budget of the project, which will
nin from Jan. l , 1976, to Dec. 31, 1979, will be ·
$697,815. The university's share will be $335,016.
Under the Defense Civil Preparedness
Agency grant, ISU _will work with state and
local civil preparedness officers, other public
officials, schools, colleges and communities
· throughout the state in the year-long ·
pro~!lm.
Included in the planning are emergency
~operation simulations, in which entire communities will be mobilized; conferences for
public ·officials to acquaint them with the
situation; seminars for profession~! development of local defense civil preparedness directors; assistance for schools in planning and
establishing civil preparedness · in their
curricula, and the updating of civil
preparedness plans for · 170 schools in the
st~te. . ·

Two maJor gr~nts, one the largest in the
history of Illinois State University, were announced during October.
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle
Creek, Mich., awarded a $362,799 grant to IState to establish a model faculty_a nd instructional development program.
Region four of the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency of the U.S. Defense
Department announced a grant of $112,000 to
the tiniverstiy for a statewide training
program.

The 48-month commitment from .the
Kellogg Foundation is designed to establish a
model center to help faculty members improve teaching; to cope with faculty adjustment and r~training problems created by the
reallocation·ofhuman resources, and to help
increase the institution's educational effec· - · ,tivenes·s . -
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Calendar--NOVEMBER
1- • Art exhibit, Art in Landsc.;ipe, CVA Gallery
I (through Nov. 16)
1-Football. ISU vs. Northern Illinois (Parents
Day), 1 :30 p.m.. Hancock Stadium
1-Soccer, ISU vs. Bradley, 4 p.m., Hancock
Stadium
1- *Women's volleyball, Invitational, 10 a.m.,
McCormick
2-Preservatton Hall Jazz Band, 8 p.m .. Union,
Auditorium
5-*Forum lecture, Sena_tor Sam Ervin, 8 p. m.'.
Union Auditorium
5-*Bicentenriial exhibi_ts, 2-10 p.m .. Union,
Circus
5- *Delta Omicron Musicale, 8 p.m., Centennial East Recital Hall
5- *Planetarium show, "Encounter with the
Giant," 7 p.m., Felmley Hall (other dates:
Nov. 7, 12, 14, 19, 21, 26)
6- *Lakeside Studio Art -Sale, CVA Gallery II
6- *Slide lecture on Mexico. George Barford,
7:30 p.m., CVA 129
6-*Faculty recital, Tim Hurtz, oboe, 8:15 p.m .,
Hayden
7-*Cross Country, ISU vs Indiana State. 4
p.m., ISU Track
9- *Art exhibit, Graduate Student Comprehensive Thesis Art. CVA Galleries II & Ill
(through Dec. 1 5)
10-12-*Art exhibit, Turkish Children's Art
Work, 1-7 p.m .. Union. Founders
11-*Concert, Lyric Chamber Players, 8:15
p.m., Centennial East Recital Hall
11 - Rock concert. Barry Manilow, 8 p.m., Union, Auditorium
12.=Musical, "Grease," 8 p.m.. Union,
Auditorium_
13-16-"A Streetcar Named Desire," 8 p.m ..
Westhoff Theatre (other dates:· November·
19-22)
'
14- *Chamber Theatre, "Berlin Stories," 3
p.m.,. Union. Circus
15-Concert, ISU Faculty-Stucfent Symphony,
Tong-II Han, pianist, 8 p.m., Union,
Auditorium
15-Concert, ·Men's Glee Club,Tp.m., Scottish Rite Temple
16-Johnny Mathis, 5 and 8 :30 p.m., Union,
Auditorium
18-"Concert; isu Jazz Ensemble, 8 p .m., Union Auditorium
21-22-lllinois High School Association Foot·
ball Championships. noon, Hancock
Stadium
21-Vienna Choir Boys, 8 p.m., Union,
Auditorium
23- *0ral Interpretation Reading Hour, 3 p.m.,
Union. Circus
23-26- *Student Arts & Crafts Exhibition and
Sale, all day, Union, Old Main
23-*Guest artist concert, Berkshire Quartet.
8:15 p:m .. Hayden Auditorium

23- *Black Theatre and Interpretation Company, 3 p.m ., Union, Circus
25- *Concert, Concert Ch_oir, 8 p.m. , Union,
Auditorium
28-Basketball, ISU vs. Lewis University, 7:30
p.m., Horton Field House
28-J.V. Basketball, ISU vs. Millikin University, 5:15 p.m.. Horton Field House
30-*lllinois Artists '76 Bicentennial Art Exhibit, CVA Gallery I (through Jan. 4)

DECEMBER
1- *Planetarium show, ··star of Bethlehem,"
7 p.m., Felmley Hall (other dates: Dec. 3, 5,
8, 10. 12. 15)
2-*Frank Capra film, "It's a Wonderful Life,"
·and lecture, 6:30 p.m .. Capen
3- *Concert. Chamber Wind Ensemble, 8:15
p.m .• Capen
4- *Concert. Treqle Choir, 8:15 p.m ., Hayden
Auditorium
4-6-American Heritage Dancers Concert. 8
p.m .. Stroud Auditorium
4-6- Black Art Jazz Performers Musical,
"Don 't Bother Me. I Can't Cope," Union,
Circus
5-Concert. Minnesota Orchestra. 8 p.m .. Union Auditorium
5-6 - *Process Theatre, " Sandbar Flatland"
and " Dust Summer'·. 8 p.m .. Allen Theatre.
5-8-Madrigal Dinners, 6 :30 p.m.. Union,
Ballroom (other dates: Dec. 10- 15. Dec. 17•
21 , 6:30 p.m. and Dec. 14 and 21, 1 p.m.)
6- Swim meet, ISU ~elays, 10 a.m. & 1 p.m .,
Horton Pool
7-'; Messiah," 2 p.m., Union, Auditorium
7-*Concert, Treble Choir, 8 p.m.. St. John 's
Lutheran Church
a:...•concert, Women's Chorus. 8:15 p.m.,
Hayden Auditorium
10-*Concert, Men's Glee Club, 8 p.m., Union,
Auditorium
.
13-'-Swim'meet, ISU vs. Eastern Illinois, 1 :30
p.m., Horton Pool
14- Conce.rt, Bloomington / Normal
Symphony, 7:30 p.m.. Union, A~ditorium
14- *0ral lnterpretatiory Reading Hour, 3 p.m.,
· Union, Circus
1 5 - J.V. Basketball, ISU vs. Blackhawk
College, 5:15 p.m., Horton Fieldhouse

I .

Football pro Denny Nelson

May play
•
again Nelson.,
•

Dennis Nelson; a Little AllAmerica lineman at Illinois State
in 1968, says that he may attempt a
comeback in professional football
next season.
Nelson retired abruptly, after the
Baltimore Colts tqtd-ed the si~-year
NFL veteran to the Washington
Redskins last August.
He and his father operate a 580acre farm near Kewanee. Nelson
bought 250 acres of land with his
playoff earnings from the Colts'
Super Bowl championship season
of 1971.

.. .

,~state artist
in 3 exhibits

An Illinois State University artist is represented in· three exhibitions this .month.
They raise 3,000 hogs a year in
Robert Stefl, associate professor
addition to com and soybeans.
of art and assistant chairman of Although it keeps them busy,
the Department of Art at ISU, is
young Nelson says he has the time
Robert E. McAdam, director of one of 25 artists exhibiting through · and interest to return to pro footRes~archServicesandGrantsatll- Nov. 6 at.Northern Arizona Un- ball.
linois State University, has written iversity and Nov. 6-12 at Arizona
His decision to retire might have
a sequel to his award-winning State University.
be~n hasty.
children's book s~ries ,"Play the · Stefl wi'n be represented in both
"I guess it was pride as much as
Game." The second series will be exhibitions by samples of his
anything," Nelson said while in
released in midsummer.
photography.
Bloomington to speak at a
The new series features short
Stefl's work also will be included Lakeside Country Club dinner.
stories about ·well-known athletes with that of 24 other photographers
who faced obstacles that required from throughout the state in an 11"I thought I had been traded
value decisions: The theme of each linois Photography Invitational a way. I didn't know at the time that
short story is value-not necessari- exhibition at the Illinois State Washington had been trading
ly moralistic value-but the value Museum in Springfield. According aggressively for me. I wish I had
of a given trait to the accomplish- to Bob Evans, art curator at the known more about it/at the time.
ment of a given goal in athletics museum, the show, continuing But I always thought that if I
and in life.
through Nov. 30, represents a started bouncing around, I would
"The child who reads the stories. broad overview of photography get out of the game: I've seen lots of
is not told what is good and what is pursued as an art form in iilinois. It guys stay around too long, and I
bad," McAdam said. "But the is the first of its kind at the , didn't want to do that."
books feature a situation which
museum.
Nelson said that a one-year
Stefl attended the University of layoff from pro football will not
could ·cause the child to reflect on
the value of certain human traits so Illipois in Chicago and Southern 11- hinder him.
·
that the child might be further linois University at Carbonda le
"Not any more than being out a
along in thinking a bout such and holds bachelor of arts and season ·beca use ofinjury would," he
values.•~
master of science degrees in design said. " I'm not definitely out of footMcAdam's second series in- and a bachelor of science degree in ball. I could come back into the
eludes vignettes on such current art education. He was an art in- league next year. Offensive
sports personalities a s baseball structor at SIU and chairma n of linemen with experience are rare
pitcher Nolan Rya n, jockey Robyn the art department at University people. I ha ve no doubt that I can
Smith, tennis pla yer Billie Jean
High School on the SIU campus · play."_
King, swimmer Mark Spitz, rodeo before h e joined the ISU faculty in
star Larry Mahan, catcher Johnny
1966. He is co-chairperson of an, Nelsoh came to Illinois State as
Bench , runner Ivory Crockett and nual Saturday morning art classes a basketball player from Kewanee
:,.· · · · a:'( ISU for area school childretf.' .: · · · · Wethe":rsfiela: 'It ·dtdn't ta ke:' him " .
fighler George Forema n. ,

McAdam writes
, second book
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long to discover his future was in
football.
.He was a three yea.r line standout, pl~ying- .both - offense "f\-l!~
defense. As a senior, he was on the
Associated Press Little A.11America team as an offensive
tackle..
After a year of military service,
the 6-5, 257-pound Nelson became a
fixture with the Baltimore Colts.
He was the youngest linema_n on
the Super Bowl champions~ip
team, and was a starter the past

-1 -

four years. .
'
. .. _
At age 29, he still has several
productive years ahead of him in
professional football.
_
Nelson and his wife, Justine,
have two boys age 5 and 2. Botliare
from farming backgrounds arid
prefer life in the country to that of
the big cities.
"Football is a good life excep( (qr
the cities," Nelson said. "I 'just
hated itin the city. I liked the guys
on the team, but they are ~:ot
natives of the cities. It was tortu·re
living there."
·
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Community answers refugee needs
. What began as community concern for the
exceptional educational needs of 27 Vietnamese refugee youngsters has become a unique bilingual educational program in the
laboratory schools at Illinois State University.
A Community Refugee Resettlement Committee h elped supply housing, furniture and
clothing for some 80 Vietnamese who arrived
in the Normal-Bloomington community
throughout the summer. But the ·opening of
school in September pbsed a number of
problems for the public school systems.
The 27 Vietnamese students ranged in
a ge from 5 to 21 and would attend nine
different schools; some could read-but none
could speak,-English; the absence of school
records and appropriate diagnostic instruments made assessment of grade levels
impossible; published materia ls suitable for
bilingua l instruction were nonexistent; the
· cost of supplying bilingual teachers for all
nine~ ublic schools was prohibitive.
Establishing a program that could accommodate those problems log1cally became a
function of the lab schools at !SU, with '
cooperation and financial support from the
two public schools systems.
In the past two months a number of factors
have contributed to the emergence of an effective educational design, according to Richard
Schuler, assistant director of the lab school
unit.

•

. Conceptuaily, the bilingual program is
_~mddeled after a strategy which has proven
.5 effective for the deaf. For the first few weeks
the Vietnamese students attended a resource
room full-time to learn English and to become
oriented to school life in general. Twelve
students aged 5 to 12 attend Metcalf Elementary School, and 15 students aged 12.to 21 at· =t.end Univeisit y ·High School. , ·
, ',.·
· As they demonstrated readiness, the
refugee students at Me,tcalf were gradually integrated into "regular" cl{Isses a few hours
each day./Those at U High became involved
first in.physical education classes and eventually in math and home economics classes.
Schuler projects that by January all Viet-

Learning
namese students will spen!l half the school
day in regular classes and halfin the resource
rooms.
One of the most important factors contributing to the refugees' achievement and
the program's success, Schuler said, is the
many people involved as teachers and
volunteer liaisons.
·· Teaching E11glish and cultural heritage·~ ·
in the resource rooms, in a ddition to
translating teaching materials, handling individual problems and orienting "regular"
classroom teachers to the needs ·of the Vietnamese refugees are primary responsibilities
for John and Mary Ann Boyd.
_B oth the Boyds have master's degrees in

•Exciting music schedule"'.fhe Music Man" opened the Showcase
series for the Music Department with a
s_m ashing success homecoming weekend and
·s~t a precedent for performances yet to come.
· Sustaining that aura of excitement, the
department offers Saturday,. Nov. 15, an
orchestra comprised of faculty and the best
'sitident performers conducted by Julian Daw.son and featuring pianist Tong-Ii Han in Ger- ·s·hwin' s famous pia no concerto and
·Rachmaninoffs Third Piano Concerto.
The holiday spirit begins early, initiated
· by the 300-voice University-Oratorio Choir
and the ISU Symphony Orchestra perfor- ,
ming Handel's "The Messia h" at 2 p.m., Sunday, Dec. 7. John Ferrell will be conductor.
For those not having season ticket~,-in-

Ga /1e rie S feature
Bicentenn"ial art exhibit

dividual seats go on sale two weeks in advance of each event at $2 g_e neral admission
and $1 for-ISU students. Tickets ai::e available
at the Union box office, noon to 5 p.m. daily.
A number of faculty artist recitals ·a nd student ensemble concerts are included in a
regular free event schedule, beginning with
an !SU.Jazz Ensemble concert Nov. 4 in the
Union auditorium; a Delta Omicron
(Women 's Music Fraternity) musicale Nov. 5;
Men's Glee Club performances Nov. 15 in the
Scottish Rite Temple and Dec. 10 in the Union
auditorium; a Jazz Saxophone Ensemble con.:--cert Nov. 18; Concert Choir performances
Nov. 25 in the Union and Dec. 2 in Hayden; a
Chamber Wind Ensemble concert Dec. 3; Treble Choir concerts Dec. 4 in Ha yden and Dec.
7 in St. ·John's Lutheran Church; a Black Art
Jazz Performers musical Dec. 4-6 in the Union Circus Room, and a Women 's Chorus concert Dec. 8 in Hayden Auditorium.

Pe rformance s by faculty members inGallery I in the Center for th e Visua l Arts
clude a n oboe recital by Tim Hurtz Nov. 6; a
catches the Bicentennia l s pirit with the openclarinet recita l by Aris Chavez Nov. 10; a
ing Sunday, Nov. 30, of Illinois Artists '76~A
Lyric Cha mber Players concert Nov. 11; aBicentennial Invitation a l. Works by leading
' tuba recital by Ed Livingston Nov. 12, and a
· artists currently living in Illinois represent
guest artist concert by the Berkshire Quartet
the creative s pirit of America in the exhibiNov. 23. ·
tion, w}:iich will rema in on display through
· Ca sting is complete and rehearsals a lready
J an. 4.
begun, too, for .the F eb." 6-8 Showcase perforA fascinating exhibition of . photos a nd
ma nces of "The Marriage of Figaro" in the
Union Auditorium. Conductor Julia n Dawdra wings of large sculptures which incorporate their sites remains on view in Gallery I
son s aid the music is difficult but "the best,"
, .through Nov. 16. Gallery III continues;with
arid he expects a fll;lwless performanc;e frqn;i ·_
· ·the expen e·n ced ~tudent cast:·· ·· · · · · · '· ·
·work by ISU art · students· through Nov·. 1:·· ·

Vietnamese refugees in ISU lab schools'
special bilingual program find learning
easier with assistance of Lien Du.

bilingual education, and both have had extensive experience teaching English as a second language. In addition to two years' ex•
perience in the Fiji Islands, they spent the
past summer as volunteers teaching English
to adult Vietnamese refugees in the local community. John also has taught Japanese
educators attending summer institutes at
!SU, and both continue to teach in the adult
education progr~m at U High .
Equally importa·nt is Lien Du, a Vief....
namese who, in the past seven years in the
U.S., has completed a bachelor's degr_e e in
sociology at ISU and ·begun a master's degree
, program in special education , focusing on
learning disabilities. ,
A key link-between parents, students and
the bilingual education staff, Schuler said, is
J~mny Le. Miss Le graduated from U High as
an AFS student in 1974, and her family was
among the first refugees to arrive in NormalBloomington.
" From the beginning," Schuler said, " Jen. ny has built upon her own experience and has
assisted in the development of the program
by volunteering suggestions for how things
should be done. Additionally, she translates
most school communications to Vietnamese
parents and students." Miss Le_also is continuing her own education as a student at
!SU, where she is currently enrolled for 15
hours of academic coursework.
Reflecting on events of the past two
months, Schuler said both he and his staff are
pleased with the development of the special
refugee program. "Se_veral factors make the
university lab schools an ideal setting for the
development of this program," he said,
"incl~ding our history of success in working
with students from . foreign lands and
students with special learning needs such as
the blind an_d the deaf.
.

..Then too, the lab schools h ave excellent
language la boratories and access to the entire
university staff of specialized professionals
in the areas of diagnostics, linguistics a nd
curriculum development."
The !SU lab schools are a lready a resource
center for McLean ·County, Schuler . added,
but the progra m developed here as the potential to work in a ny county. The lab school
, staffs h ave achieved unique expertise in
developing that progra n;i, a nd they could easily he consulta nts for other counties interested ·
in implementing it.
In other words, what began as community
concern and became a unique education
. . ,pr.qgi:am has the pqteutj~.l w, ,b~cpn;i~.m.ud;i
.,, ·'more yet.
' .
' , ..
."' ..
. ·.
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Many duties, interests fill day ·<nf professor
By Mike Matthews
· This is a story about a day in the life of Jack
A. Ward, associate professor of ethology,
researcher (fish) and theatre buff.-He also is a
committee member, a reader, a traveler and
an authority on animal behavior (ethology).
He is a photographer, a walker and · a
bachelor. He is- a colleague of professors of
biology, ecologi, physiology, morphology
and mycology, among other "ologies." Heis a
teacher to freshmen and sophomores, a few
juniors and seniors, and graduate students at
work on their master's and doctorates. ·
But most of all he is just Jack Ward, BA in
biology (Willamette University, Salem, Ore.),
MA in zoology (University of Washington)
and Ph.D. in zoology (University of Illinois),
and a faculty member in the Department of
. Biological Sciences at Illinois State Universi. ty. He has been here since 1965.
"Come in ... hello," he said to Jill Mellen,
a graduate student working on her master's
degree and researching raccoons.
"I just want to tell you," she said. "Raccoons have anal glands."
"Hey, alright ... "Ward said.
"They're surrounded by muscular tissue,"
Miss Mellen added, and she and Ward discussed methods for. further study of the
phenomenon, which is significant because
the presence of a_n al glands is evidence that
raccoons are territorial, not yet scientifically
established. The raccoon, it is now suspected,
marks territory by the secretions of. those
glands. "On field trips in the woods we've
heard some really rough battles.between raccoons that we think are territorial disputes,"
Ward explained later.
/

Just then Tom Ardelt, a sophomore
biology major who is a lab assistant to Ward,
-came intO'the office wit h a bird ·ih'a cage.+' _,_.
"We are going to get him identified, then
I'm.going to let him go," Ardelt said.
"Did you find out where it. came from?"
Ward wanted to know.
"No," Ardelt said, "but that would be good
to know."
"Somebody brought this bird in to us,"
Ward said to a visitor. "This is the campus
animal orphanage."
The bird flappedaboutinsidethecage. "It's
a little neurotic right now," Ardelt said, and
the two students left. Before we finished talking, a salesman of microscopes and three
memhers of the biology faculty_had popped in
and out of Ward's office.
And by the end of the day Ward would
check research animals, prepare for his next
lectures, continue research or correspondence
(depending on· the day), conduct a graduate
seminar, a~tend a graduate curriculum committee meeting and attend a concert. .
p-~
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"I guess I'm a person who just can't sit
still,". Ward reflected. "I'm hyperactive, that's
what it comes down to. That's something in
yourself you're not likely to change." _
At one point Ward allowed as- how he
should simply live in a trailer in the parking
lot, instead of in a house out in the country
near Lexington, Ill., which he shares with
fellow bachelor Howard R. Hetzel, chairman
of biological sciences at ISU.
Perhaps more significantly, Ward said he
does what he does because he likes it: "I think
life in an academic community is exciting. I
never do the same thing twice ....my schedule
is different every day, every hour of the day.

"At every turn there's a new challenge. If
it's not- in the classroom, it's down in the
research lab ... or it's on a committee orin the
library.
· "I thoroughly enjoy teaching," Ward continued. "I enjoy working with students at all
levels-undergraduate and graduate."
Ward directs the-100-level Introduction to ·
the Biological Sciences program at ISU, in
which about 650 non-majors, mostly
freshmen, study in four lecture sections and
This is the first in a series of "Day in
the Life of..." articles about members of
the Illinois State University community.
Other stories will appear in future
issues.
25 laboratory sections. Ward lectures onefourth ofthe semester in a team arrap.gement,
but attends most of the lectures throughout
the semester, as do his teammates, to provide
continuity. He meets weekly with the 14
graduate students who conduct the lab sec~
_. • ...... . , " :,._
_:
t.icm~• __
With a grant of $20,000 from the Esso
Education Foundation and the help of ISU's
Media Services, Ward and several graduate
students spent 12 weeks dt!ring a recent
summer producing 18 film and video tape
programs that document a variety of basic
biological principles. Shooting in the field
and in the lab, Ward and his students
sometimes worked 18 hours a day to produce
the sequences, which range from 8 to 35
minutes in length. The segments now are
used as a preface to each lab session.

Ward also teaches Animal Behavior 199,.
largely to sophomores. And he conducts a
weekly graduate seminar in ethology, which
has a-maximum enrollment of seven. Four or
five more graduate students frequently sit in.
"The thing I like about the biological
sciences department at ISU is the opportunity to do both undergraduate and graduate
teaching," Ward said. "I ·can't think of a
single staff member who doesn't teach at the
undergraduate level, and of hardly anyone
who is doing research who doesn't teach at
the graduate level as well."
There is another motivation: "The greatest
joys come from working with young people,
and getting the kind of immediate rewards
you get from telling somebody something
new that has some application to their own
lives. It's really a special kind ofrelationship
between a student and a teacher, and there's
an awful lot of reward in it."
But besides Ward's teaching, there is his .
research: "There they are behind you, the
culprits," he told a visitor, pointing to three
acquaria in his office: Cichlids, a family of
tropical fish . so important to people in its
native habitats that one of the species in Sri
Lanka (Ceylon), one of the two species Ward
studies, is commemorated on a postage
stamp. Ward ~eeps hundreds more of the
animals in a laboratory down the hall from
his office.
With grants that will total $120,000 from
•.. :. W_70.tprougqJ~77., if re.i;ie_wal Gc;>,mes_ t.,hrough

from the National Science Foundation, Ward
is studying the deyelopment of behavior in
two cichlids, the green chromide and its
cousin, the·orange chromide.
The Oscar, another Cichlid Ward keeps,
mainly for fun, has a.pattern of coloration on
its tail that resembles an eye, a defense
mechanism that works even on students. "My
God," a student ·said to Ward once, "that fish
has an eye on both ends of its body!" In fact, ·
the dummy eye gives the Oscar an edge
against an enemy who cannot tell immediately which end of the fish to attack.

mittees. He's chairman of the department's
Equipment Committee, which oversees more
than $750,000 in hardware that is used by the
department's 40 staff members, its 100
graduate students and its 600 to 700 undergraduate majors. Not inexplicably, Ward
has reduced inventory data to a computerized
system: " We lose a 'few things now and then,
but most. of the missing items turn up
somewhere by the end of the year."
And Ward is a member of the Graduate
Curriculu_m Committee in biology: " We determine things like how detailed should theses
proposals be; what about the quality of theses
leaving the department; basic requirements
for admission to our programs, that sort of
thing."
And Jack Ward is secretary this year of the
Illinois State Academy of Science, with 1,200 •
members. He is president this year of the.
Miller Park Zoological Soc_iety, 'a backer of
Bloomington's local zoo.
How, the casual observer may ask, did all
this begin? "I got into teaching secondhand," Ward explained. " As a Junior I had to
give my first "seminar to a small group of
biology majors. I remember being scared to
death, and I wasn't sure I knew what I was
talking about.

Cichlids are a vital source of protein in
many developing countries of the world. As
Ward states in Oceans, a popular magazine
on the sea, " In and around poor fishing
villages ih Sri Lanka the cichlids are often
netted by children on their way home from
school to become part of the evening curry."
Although Ward said he had never eaten-an
Oscar, which is one of the few fish he has seen
with personality ("They like to be petted like a .
dog," .he has discovere_d), he has eaten
chromides; whose firm white meat has a
trout-like flavor.
. Ward .said he hopes to send two ISU
graduate students, one of them a Sri Lanka
native who was an officer in the country's
Department of Fisheries, to Ceylon for nine
month's study. He hopes to join them in July
or August, for his third trip there, to determine reproduction processes and related fish
management in the country's fish-farming
industry.
- ·
..Sri Lanka is a large, beautiful island o;f •
the coast of India," Ward said. "To find the
fish you simply snorkle tn the shallow waters . .
where they live in quiet lagoons, ... beautiful,
palm-shad~d -lagoons." .: .
,
, _. -,'.
He was rubbing it in: "I think I was very fortunate to pick such a nice fish who lives 1n
such a beautiful habitat. You just lie on your
belly under the tropical sun and float around,
peering at the subjects 'of your ~esearch
through a facemask."
All is not a travel poster's view of science.
Ward and his graduate students have spent
endless hours in the laboratory, breeding the
cichlids and carefully gathering data on their
behavior: "We find they have very complex
behavior. They're fantastic parents who in- •
dulge in elab<;>rate courtship behavior. They
allow their young -to eat off of their sides a
secreted mucous sometimes called a mi1k.
They take care of their young until the young
are almost sexually mature.
"For example," Ward continued, "if fish are
deprived of learning opportunities with their .
parents, they will later acquire that informa-··'
tion in normal situations with other fish . It ··
remains to be known, however, whether the :
deprived fish are as successful, as adults;-aS~'.
are fish who learned at their p--arents' sides."
With the help of ISU's Compu~~r \
Operations, Ward uses a unique p.rogram for
reducing behavior data which changes
digital information to audio information -usable by a computer. With perhaps 100 hours
of data recorded, Ward and his research
colleagues are beginning to call it ,all back:
"The fun's just starting; · we're seeing·.
everything we've done in the last six
months."
From among his observations in years of
study of animal behavior.comes this: "There
is a kind of universal· body language that
transcends all of the animal kingdom and
mankind, and seems to transcend all the
cultures of man."
Ward provides this example: "When faced
with threat, animals, among other things,
will do one thing-make themselves larger.·
You take a deep breath and your chest pushes
out. The·lizzard takes a deep breath and his
chest pushes out."
When he's not teaching or ·r esearching,
Warg pu_ts _in tiiµe 9p .tyyo d_e pa~m~ntal com-

Teacher

' .

.

,, "When I completed it, a botanist took me
aside and said, 'Have you ever thought about
teaching?' I had not. She said, 'Why don't you
, think about it. I don't think you'd be too bad
at it.' "
Ward had planned on a medical career, but
themorehethoughtaboutit, the more appeal•
ing teaching became: "I think teaching is
· broadening, more so than most medical
professions that I know of."
And, the casual observer may also wish to
know, how does Jack Ward find time for
himself: "I do have a game plan-:-Sunday's
my day. It's the only day of the week I try to
reserve for myself. If possible, I avoid any
kind of anything on Sunday. I stay home,
read the papers, walk in the woods and along
the river...
.
"I grew up snuggled against the Cascade
Mountains in Oregon, and we used to go skiing every Friday, Saturday and Sunday when
_ I was in ·high school . .. I guess that's where I
got to like the outdoors."
_, •

· Jill Mellen told us that Jack Ward is a
perfectionist: "I chose him as my graduate professor because I knew that, under him, I
would do the best I am capable of doing. He
really knows his subject." Ward did have the
-"second-generation" opportunity to study under a man at the University of Illinois who
was a student of Konrad Lorenz; the father of
ethology. Ward chose the U of I in part for ·
that· · reason, on an NIH predoctoral
fellowship.
r

We said in the beginning that Ward is a
traveler-he likes to mike at least four trips
out of the state a year, frequently to
professional conventions: "But I make a lot of
stops along the way." He's a reader of best-

sellers: "By the time I've worked down the
list, the list has changed." He "dearly loves"
to go to Chicago for weekends: "Chicago is a
fantastic city." That gives him the chance to
indulge his passion for the theatre, when it's
not met by local offerings.
His dinner hour is sacred: "I take little
breakfast and a short lunch. For dinner, ifs
two hours to read the paper and just kick
around."
'ward's mother and brothe~ live in Oregon,
wher.e he likes .to go whenev.e r he can .. "I am,
after all, an Oregonian," he admits. He turned 40 in September.

Jack Ward was just beginning to explain
how he developed an early fascination for the
behavior of marine organisms (he studied a
sea anemone in graduate school that could
acutally swim-unheard of until then) when
there was another knock on the door:
"Yes ... "
" Will you be free any time today?" a
colleague asked.
"I do·u bt it," he said jokingly, but perhaps
with some accuracy. "We have a seminar at
3:15. Then I have a quiz section at five o'clock
to six o'clock. The animal behavior class. And
then I'm gonna go home."
So it goes.
·

Women's cross ·coontry new

.,

Ex-Sen. Erwin
sp(2aking here
.i

"Oh, yes, he's a perfectionist," Howard
Hetzel, the biological scii,mces chairman,
said. "He's not likely to be happy with tpe
results of anything that is not done correctly." And, Hetzel said, Ward is as active at
home as he is at work: " Jack devotes at least
90 per cent of his energy to his job, and he
devotes about as much, sometimes, to projects
at home. When ti.ll else fails, he likes to.walk in
the woods, perhaps once on Saturday and
then again Sunday."
Hetzel told us something else about Jack
Ward: He reads in bed. "It's about the only
ti~e in the day when I can really relax and
read for fun," Ward confirms.
Hetzel concludes: "He can kind of run you
ragged if you have to keep up with him."
"Jack Ward is an exceptional faculty
member," Barbara S. Uehling, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, said. " He fulfill~
the three basic roles of an ISU faculty
member with zest-teaching, res·e arch and
service to the university and the community."

Ward, center, works in biology lab with
two students, Renda Horn, left, Moweaqua sophomore, and Scott Hoffman,
Maroa freshman.

·:F ormer U.S. Senator Sam J . Ervin, Jr., who
as chai'rman of the Senate Judiciary Committee ·became known to millions of
Americans during the televised committee
"Watergate Hearings," will speak at Illinois
State University Wednesday, Nov. 5.
The·free public lecture is being cosponsored
by the University Forum Committee and the
Univ-ersity Bicentennial Committee.
The Ervin lecture will beat8 p.m. in the Union Auditorium, followed by a public reception in the Old Main Room. Both the
Auditorium and the Old Main Room are in the
University Union.
Ervin senred in the United States Senate
from North Carolina from 1954 until his
retirement in 1974. Prior to that he had served
one term (1946-47) ' in the U.S. House of Representatives and three terms in the North
Carolina House of Representatives.

A women's cross· country team has been
added to the Illinois Stat.e University Intercollegiate Athletics for Women program this
season. Although ISU had not offered this
sport for four years, track coach Joyce Morton
felt ISU women would enjoy distance runnmg.
Four years ago it was almost impossible to
schedule a full season with other collegiate
teams because only few schools were participating in the sport. However, according to
Morton, many schools have become involved
in women's cross country competition in
recent years.
·
The cross country distance for women is
three miles, and practices consist of five or six
miles of running per day-sometimes hilly
miles, such as during the week of preparation
for the Southern Illinois University terrain. ·

a

Morton didn't know what to expect from
tryouts. What she found was that a dozen
sportswomen with one thing in commonselrmotivation-wanted to give the sport a
try.
Among the· freshmen mem hers of the team

are Lynn Anderson, Long Island, N.Y.; Nina
Johnson ;- Victoria; Barb Amrhein,
Springfield, and •· Jo Ellen Allspach, Mt.
Pul~ski.
Anderson was attracted to Illinois and to
ISU by the school's track program. " In the
east the schools didn't have intercollegiate
track programs developed," she said. "My
high school track coach gave me a list of
schools that had intercoll_egiate track." After
considering New Mexico and Indiana State,
the New Yorker picked ISU.
·

, ."The first couple of weeks of cross coun~
try were hard,". says Lynn of her entry iqto
distance running. "lt_'.was very hard. But once.
you tell yourself not to stop and you ao it, andyou show·yourself you can make three miles,
it gives you a great feeling wherr you accomplish a finish. " Lynn's best time is 23
minutes 19 seconds.
'
Allspach describes running as a beautiful
experience, something natural. " It's
something you can put yourself into, and I
like the .individuality of cross country, the
idea of-making-it·for yourseJf," ·s he says.
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Pu,ppet ,show to' entertain schools
Ten Illinois State University students are
making child's play professional these days
as they prepare a touring puppet production
that will be available to . school children
throughout the surrounding area.
The puppeteers are students of ISU theatre
inst~uctor Pamela Ritch, and the puppet
production is a cooperative project between
the !SU Theatre Department and the McLean
County Arts Council, with financial support
from the Illinois Arts Council.
Beginning Nov. 18, the production "The
Jolly Tailor Who Became King" will be on the
road weekday evenings and weekend afternoons, with as many as two 30-minute presen·
. tations at each stop. ,
ln the meantime, the ISU students spend
an average of eight hours a week of their own
time doing everything necessary for the
production. In addition to building, painting
and costuming a dozen puppets-which includes both hand and rod models and
characters ranging from a furry squirrel to a
"standard princess in distress" -they are
painting a backdrop; building and providing
curtains for an eight-foot portable stage;
building, painting and gathering props, and,
with assistance from extras, writing and
recording a script complete with music.
fn keeping with her philosophy of having
each student involved in every facet of the
production, instructor Ritch circulated an
original Polish folktale among the puppeteers
so that each could contribute to the final
script.
The script has some unusual touches as it
unfolds the story of a tailor who comes to.the
aid 6f a princess whose kingdom is flooding
as a result of incessant rain.
Each person also is working.with muslin,
paper-mache, straw, ~fur, felt and other
materials to build individual puppets, and
each person will have the opportunity to
manipulate both rod and hand models, as
well as to do hand ballet-dance moveme.nts
done with the hands-as rehearsal
progresses . .
Among the puppet characters are the
tailor, a country bumpkin who is as long ahd
skinny as the spaghettf noodles he eats; ·a
scarecrow whose gold felt top hat with a "pop-

Ready

Puppeteers Robert Lewis and Linda
McGuire examine completed puppet.

.,

top" makes him classy; a lively gray furry
squirrel who must retrieve his detachable tail
from.a fence; a gypsy who is first cousin to a
witch,. and, of course, a princess in dainty
pin_k and ruffles.
A number of ISU faculty members,
graduate assistants and other ISU students,
in addition to the Children's Librarian from
Normal 'Public Library, Katherine Snyder,
arid Linda McGuire, librarian and head of
the school resource center at Irving School in
Bloomington, have assisted in various
phases of production.
Assistant Professor of Theatre Earl
Stringer, for example, serves as technical
director and is designing and building a
dimmer board and other lighting instruments. Margaret · Parret, associate
professor of information sciences, is reading

the part of the princess in tlie taped dialogue.
Miss Ritch has painted background scenery
and reads the part of the gypsy·.
·
Others assisting the 10 puppeteer~ include graduate assistants Jerry McGuire ai:i:··
Don Shandrow, who are taping voices and
reading the parts of the scarecrow and tb.~
wind. Another graduate student, Sherry
Jastrzab, is road manager.
:· _ __ ....~· - ·
Joyce· Befg, Bensenville, coinposecl. tli."e
music and sings and plays lead guitar on _the
tape; while Debbie Morris$ette; Aurora, plays
flute, and Mary Lang, Tinley Park, plays second guitar.
·
Student puppeteers are: Linda Jackson,
Bloomington; Richard Lewis, Danville;
Rodger Caspers and Robert Olsen, Normal;
Margaret Charnock, Rochelle, a_n d Wendy
Wennlund, St. Charles.

Two Rockefeller interns at ISU

Interns Margaret Jones, left, and Elizabeth
Butler ·

Two women hold full-time internships at Illinois State University in a · program funded by the
Rockefeller Foundation to give
minorities and women experience
in academic ad.ministration.
The interns are Elizabeth A.
Butler, who is on leave from her
position _as assistant librarian at
"-the University of Calfornia at San
Diego, and Margaret L. Jones, on
leave from her position as professor
of health and physical education at
ISU.
Each intern works under the
direction of a -"mentor" who is an
academic administrator at !SU.
Butler's mentor is Barbara S. Uehling, dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences. Jones' mentor· is Jack
Horner, vice president and provost
of Illinois State. ·
The two women are among only
nine interns in similar positions at
the five member institutions of the
Academic Affairs Conference of
Midwest Universities -(AACMU),
which received a Rockefeller gqmt
to operate the program.
Besides ISU, members are Ball
Sta te University, _Indiana State
University, and Northern · and
Southern Illinois . universities.
More tp.an 400-persons applied for
· ··•the'ifitei-'nship positions: :'"' ~-·-, ,, .,

The Union becomes a busier-than-ever
place the next few weeks with . fo1;1r
Auditorium season events, a Union-Boardsponsored production of !'Grease" 'and
Madrigal Dinner Concerts all scheduled
before semester break.
.-,
The Preservation Hall Jazz Band performs
Sunday, Nov. 2, followed by singer J ohnny
Mathis two weeks later (Nov. 16), the Vienna
Choir Boys Friday, Nov. 21, and the
Minnesota Orchestra Friday, Dec. 5.
Tickets will be available at the U:nion box
office three weeks in advance of each event.
Prime seats for the first two are $6.25,.while
tops for Vienna Choir Boys go for $6 and ·
those for the Minnesota Orchestra are$7.50.
The Union Board has scheduled the
Broadway hit musical spoof on the rock-androll craze of the late 1950's for Wednesday,
Nov. 12. "Grease" offers light-hearted
n ostalgia for both young and not-so-young
audiences, and tickets ra nge from $4.75 to
$6.25. Tickets may be. purchased at the box office from noon to 5 p.m. week days or by
telephoning 436-5444.
And tickets for the 20th season of Madr igal
Dinner Concerts, beginning Friday, Dec. 5,
will be available at the union some.time during the third week of November:, accordin g to
Union personnel. Group reservations for the
popular concerts are j )ei~_g accepted now at

·,, '438~2222. ' .' ,'. .·.

·,•. ._,_ .• . . '. ,' - . '. ·. ·:·
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'Streetcar' next
on Theatre bill-

Cited
Dr. Minnie Berson and university
photographer Jerry Liebenstein share the
pleasure of recognition for their work in
: ·opening; Mixing, Matching," a publication by the Association for Childhood
Education, International. The Educational
ress Association of America has awa~d~

.f

'
-Administration

Program Development and Information Committee. Oct. 10, he spoke on " India- from the
Desert to the Tropics" at the first international
dinner of the school year at Fell International
House. ·

William T, Schmid served on the faculty and
presented "'Managing a Media Center" at the
15th Audio-Visual Institute for Effective Communications Oct. 13-18 at Indiana University.

Arts and Sciences

Applied Science and Technology

•Faculty Pens
Benton K. Bristol attended the Farm Con ference of the National Safety Council Sept. 29
in Chicago. He is a member of the Council"s
•

•

ed them a national citation for excellence
in educational journalism · with special
recognition of the book's graphics.
·uebenstein did the photography to illustrate Dr. Berson's description of early
childhood programs in Metcalf Elementary School.

Robert J. Brake spoke on " More than Words
Can Say: A Look at Nonverbal Communication" Sept. 2 to the American Business
Women's Association Bloomington-Normal ·
chapter.

•

Arts and Sciences

published by The Interstate Printers and
Publishers, Inc:.
James A. Schmiechen wrote " State R_eform
and the Local Economy: An Aspect of lndustriai'ization in Late Victorian and Edwardian
London " w hich appears in the August issue of
"The Economic History _Review," Vol. 28, No.
3. His " Sweated Industries and Sweated
Labor: A Study of Industrial Disorganization in
the London Clothing Trades, 1867-1 909" will
appear in the March, 1976 issue of ''Journal of
Economic History."
Fritz E. Schwalm and K. R. Schrankel coauthored "Viruslike particles in spermatids of
Coelopa frigida (Diptera)'" which appears in the
" Journal of Invertebrate Pathology," Vol. 26.
Michael B. Shelly edited and co-authored
"Teaching with Newspapers." a book of lesson
plans- and suggestions for using the
newspaper for educationa l purposes, pul:>lished as an educational service by the "Dai ly Pantagraph."

Phares G. O'Daffer and Stanley R. Clemens
are authors of a new college textbook
"Geometry: An ln_vestigative Approach"
pul;>lished· by Addison -Wesley Publishing
Company.
Stanley E. Grupp co-authored with Charles
K•. Bridges from the Bureau of Crimina l
S!atistics in Sacramento, Cal., an article titled
" Criminal Record Characteristics of California
and Illinois Adult Marijuana Arrestees" which
appears in " The Australian and New Zea land
Journal of Criminology," Vol. 8, No. 1 .
Walter S. G. Kahn's review of GeraJd L.
Steibel's "Dentente- John Kohn Verner
Promises and Pitfalls " appears in " Perspective, " Vol. 4, No. 7 . Kohn and Joel G._Verner
co-authored· The Accuracy of Student Evalua tion" which appears in "'Improving College and
University Teach ing," 1975 yearbook.
Anthony E. liberta co-authored with Lloyd
G. Simonson, a 1974 graduate of ISU, an article-titled "New Sources of Fungal Dextranase"
appearing in the July-August issue of
Business
"Mycologia."
·
M ark Plummer wrote " The (Civil War) Battle
Paul R. Winn and C. R: Decker co-authored
of Mine Creek in the Great Price Raid" which
" Discriminatory Pricing in Retailing" which
appears in the September issues of "'Military
appears in the fall issue of " Business and
Review, " Vol. LV.
Society."
Edward L. Schapsmeier and his brother
Frederick wrote a chapter titled "'A Prophet in
Fine Arts
Politics: The Public Career of Henry A.
Wallace· · which is included in " Patterns and
Naomi Whiting Towner wrote "Build a WarR_
Perspectives in Iowa History" edited by
Weighted Loom" which appeared in the
Dorothy Schwieder and published by the Iowa
summer issue of '"Sh uttle, Spindle and
State University Press . They also wrote
Dyepot," Vol. VI, No. 3. Her "How Much Yarn
··western Livestock Policy During the 1950's"
for the Job?A Simple Way to Est imate Closely"
w hich appears in the July issue of ' "Journal of
appears iA the f all issue of t he same journal. a
the West,:· Vol. XIV. Their book "Ezra Taft Benpublication of the Handweavers Guild of
,.P,m~ric.a, Inc.. which ,has over , 1.7,,500
:-o_n ._an_d the : P,olitics .• qt_ f.Wi~ult~~e: ,
Eisenhower Years. 1953- 1961 " has been ' : riie'mh;~~ in the U.S. anlt'~r-efgri _c ou~ir(~s.

J.~~
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Westhoff Theatre season continues with "A
Streetcar Named Desire" Nov. 13-16 and 1922. Jean Scharfenberg directs the explosive
drama for which tickets are now available at
the box office 10 a .m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Also scheduled are a Readers Theatre
Production of "John Brown's Body"'Nov. 23
in the Circus Room at the Union; a Process
Theatre presentation of two original scripts
"Sandbar, Flatland" and "Dust Summer"
Dec. 5 and 6 in Allen Theatre, and readings by
students in oral interpretation classes Dec.
14.
The Theatre Department also will sponsor,
in cooperation with the Colleg~ of Fine Arts, a
four-day program by Frank Capra, one of ·
America's best known movie directors, Dec.14. Capra films to be shown during the week include "Bitter Tea of General Yeri" (1932) Monday, Dec. 1, at 7:30 p.m. in the Prairie Room of
the Union; "It's a Wonderful Life" (1946) at
6:30 p.m. the following day in Capen
Auditorium; "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington" (1939) Wednesday, Dec. 3, at
7:30 p.m. in the Prairie Room, followed by a
reception by the Friends oftheArts;and "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town" (1936) Thursday, Dec. 4,
in the Prairie Room at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday's
movie will be followed by Capra speaking to
the film audience.
Capra's reputation as a "responsible" artist of the 30's and 40's was established by
such greats as "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
"State of the Union," "Lost Horizon" and "It
Happened One Night."

.J ohn F. Crag_
i !n was guest speaker Oct. 29Classroom" at the Illinois Association of
30 at a luncheon for the City Managers anif
Teacher Educators fall conf~rence Oct. 4 at
Fire Chiefs Workshop at Northern Illinois Un- ·
Eastern Illinois University.
iversity. His topic was communication '
breakdowns in city government: their causes
Fine Arts
and cures.
John Gueguen was a panelist at the annual
Ruth M. Freyberger is the subject of a
ojographical record in "'Who's Who of
meeting of the ·American Political Science
Association in San Francisco· Sept. 2-5:
American Women," 9th edition, 1975-76.,
James A. Schmiechen read "Sweated lr.John Marlow gave a semina r on " The
dustries and Sweated Labor: A Study of lnRelevance and Need of Art in Education" at the
d u str ia I D isorganization in the London
University of the West Indies in Jamaica in
Clothing ·Trades, 1867-1909" before .the
June. He gave workshops in July and August
American Economic Association in Chicago
on "Education in Art" for the National PlaceSept. 18. Oct. 25 he read " The Origins _o f the
ment Service at Suffolk University in Boston,
Welfare State and the Working Class: Parand ·in August gave a seminar on "Cross
ticipants or Antagonists" at the Midwest ConCultural Images"_at Pennsylvania State Unference on British Studies in Chicago.
iversity.
Thomas D. Wilson presented ." Fe~ral
Fred V. Mills served Sept. 15-17 on a review
Revenue Sharing and Its Application to Volunteam from the National Council of Art Adtary Community Agencies" Sept. 27 at the an,:ninistrators {NCAA) at the University of
nual convention of the A ssociation of Vol~nNorthern Iowa. He is a member of t he national
tary Action Scholars in Louisville.
board of dir~tors of NCAA and is reserach
David F. Weber presented a demonstration
editor of a publication on " The Status of the·
paper titled " The Production and Utilization of
Visua l Arts in Higher Education." He also served as judge at the Old Orchard Art Exhibition
Monosomic Zea mays" at the International
Maize Symposium on Genetics and Breeding
sponsored by the North Shore Art League. One
of t he largest art exhibitions in the country, the
Sept. 8- 12 at the University of Illinois. Weber,
Herman Brockman and C. Y. Hung attended the · Old Orchard Art show is the subject of a 90Genetics S,ociety of America annual meeting
minute TV special on NBC.
Aug. 17-20 at Chapel Hill, N.C.
Irwin Spector spoke on '" Music and the
Body" and presided over a joint ·session on
musicology and choreography at the First Internationa l Conference on Music and ComBusiness
munication Sept. 3-10 in Mexico City.
Jim L. Grimm was program chairman for the
third annµal World Food Marketing Conference
on " Marketing Strategies in Food Distr-ibut ion"
Oct. 31.
Education

Clinton R. Bunke was keynote speaker Oct.
20 at the Rockford area division meeting of the
Illinois Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development. His topic was
" Humanizing the Future."
Merritt M. Chambers and Dent M. Rhodes
presented papers in September at t he Third
Triennial Conference on Higher Education at
the _University of Lancaster in England.
Donald S. Kachur gave a .small group
presentation on " Nonverbal Communication:
the Important Language in th e Classroom " at
the Illinois A ssociation for' Supervision and
Curriculum Development meeting Sept. 18 in
Effingham. He and Robert Goodall gave a
similar presentation on " Nonverbal Com. ~uni~ation.:' : the Sjlent Language in the
• • • •
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Staff Births,
Marriages,
Deaths
Deaths

Dorothy Pisell (University Union), Sept. 13.
Births

Marigold (Student Financial A ids) and
Joseph Packheiser, girl, Sept. 15
M arriages

Scott Gnoit (Un iversity Unior,i) and Patricia
Ann Slater. Sept. 20.

'
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Ferguson joins I-State staff
Ron Ferguson, one of the most popular
sports figures in the state, has joined the Il·
linois State University athletic staff.
Ferguson, 44, coached Dolton Thornridge
to two consecutive state high school basketball championships in 1971 and 1972.
He was named in October to be assistant
basketball coach for Gene Smithson and
assistant athletic director • for Warren
Schmakel at Illinois State.

Ferguson filled a coaching vacancy
created when Smithson was elevated to the
head position after four years as an assistant
at ISU. Smithson replaced Will Robinson,
who resigned in August to become director of
scouting services for the Detroit Pistons.
"I've known Ron Ferguson for several
years," Smithson said. "He is impressive not
only for his coaching, but for his le:?-dership in
athletics in the state of Illinois. I'm quite
pleased to have him join hands with us. It can
mean only great things for Illinois State University."
Ferguson has been di recto~ of athletics and
- men's physical education at Dolton Thornridge since 1972, whe11 he retired from active
coaching. As athletic director, he was responsible for 53 coaching assignments in 21 men's
and women's sports.
"I left what I think was one of the finest
administrative jobs in the state," Ferguson
told Bloomington Pantagraph sports editor
Jim Barnhart.
"I didn't leave because I was unhappy. I
feel this new job is a promotion and I will get
back to coaching, which I missed."
Ferguson has turned d-own collegecoaching positions in the past, but he told
Barnha rt that ISU was the first to offer him
coaching and administration.
"The institution and people are the
biggest criteria," Ferguson said. "This is one
of the most progressive schools I've known.
Gene Smithson and I go way back and we
have the same coaching philosophies.
·
"I wouldn't go to work for someone with a
different philosophy. The fact that ISU
offered me administrative work makes it
more secure. This is an ideal position for me."
Ferguson had a remarkable record in 12
years as head coach at Thornridge from 196072. His overall record was 224-94, with an 84-8
ledger in the three seasons from ;969-72.

Thornridge had records of 31-1 and 33-0
in its title seasons. The Falcons won 54
straight garr.es- beating the former state
record of 48 by Taylorville in 1944.
One of the key players on those teams was
all-state' guard Mike Bonczyk,. currently _a
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He was an original inductee into the
IBCA Hall of Fame in 1973. The Hall of Fame
and its annual banquet ar.e on the Illinois
State University campus. He also was chairman of the IBCAall-star games, which began.
at ISU last summer.
Ferguson is president and one of the
founders· of the Illinois Bas~etball Coaches
Association. He is -vice-president of the Illinois High School Athletic Directors
Association.
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Memories of Dolton Thornridge's 1971
and 1972 state basketball championships
are being rekindled at Illinois State. ISU's -new head coach, Gene Smithson (center).
is flanked by Mike Bonczyk, all-state .. ,
guard on those teams, and Ron Ferguson,
former Thornridge coach-who has joined
the ISU staff.
.
'
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senior at Illinois State. Prep All-America
Quinn Buckner, a standout at Indiana University, was also on that squad:
Ferguson was elected coach of the year five
times in the South Suburban Chicago area.
He was Illinois Basketball Association coach
of the year·in 1972, and won similar honors
from' the Associated Press and the Hammond, Ind._, Times.
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Ferguson is a 1949 graduate of Thornton
Township High School at Harvey. He was a
member of Thornton's.1948 "Sweet Sixteen"
basketball team, and received the Lou
Boudreau Scholarship to the University of Illinois.

At Illinois, he was on freshman and junior
varsity football teams before a knee injury
ended his playing career. He received h i a
bachelor's degree in 1953, and his master'iw
degree in 1956. Between those years, he was a
first lieutenant iri"'the U.S. Army artillery.
Ferguson began coaching as an assistant
at-Thornton from 1956-60. He served under
the late Tom Nisbet and current Valparaiso
coach Bill Purden.
Ferguson and his wife, Dawn, have three
children-Tammy, 16; Gary, 14, and Brad, 11.

State high s-chool coach.es pleased with · choice
Two recent decisions by Illinois
State athletic director Warren
Schmakel are proving popular with
the state's coaching fraternity, according to Bloomington Pan.ta graph sports editor Jim
Barnhart.
First Schmakel promoted Gene
Smithson as head basketball coach
when Will Robinson left to become
director of scouting services wit4
the Detroit Pistons.
Then he hired Ron Ferguson of
Dolton Thornridge to become assis_tant basketball coach and assistant athletic director.
"Almost overnight," Barnhart
reports, "the state's high school
coaches have pledged theirsupp()rt
to ISU."
, .• Ji,

"Wes Mason, the veteran
Chicago Heights Bloom coach who
always has a good team, said, 'I
never told my kids to stay away
from ISU, but.I never recommended it highly. I can recommend it
,
now.
"Ron Felling, who has the best
guard · in the midwest at
Lawrenceville in 6-1 senior Jay
Shidler, said, 'This solidifies the
high school basketball coaches all
over the state behind ISU.'

"Chuck Rolinski of Toluca, who's
been one of the prime movers
behind the Illinois Basketball
Coaches Assn., said, 'I like the
recruiters. I like Tony Yates a t Illinois and I like Joe Stowell at
, , .Writi.r,ii_i,n ~i_~i ~ol~~l1: :~ecofld... ,..Bradley~, ~ ut ~Qn Ferguson is a little different. Ron is family.'
G,llessing, Barnhart. continues:

. "Wardell Vaughn, who coached ISU's Billy Lewis at Chicago
Farragut, said, 'Gene Smithson is
my kind of guy. He can dance to the
waltz or the funk. Ron Ferguson
knows how to relate to people. I
could detect it in his coaching.
Since meeting him a few years ago,
I see why he has such great rapport.' " .
(Rolinski and Vaughn are ISU
alums- Editor)
" Bill Gleason, who coaches at
Chicago Loyola (Wilmette), said,
'Gene Smithson will be blessed by·
Ron's knowledge and his rapport
with coaches. I ca!].'t understand
why the University of Illinois
never did this. ISU should be very
proud.'
" Max Hooper, one of the Univer-

sity of Illinois' greatest players
who liv~s in Homewood and does
some radio broadcasting of high
school cage contests, said, 'Those
two guys at ISU have got a lot of
pull with the high school coach.es.
.Both are classy people. Gene has
done a lot of the right things. Fergie
has been president of the ba sketball coaches association, and that
gives ISU a solid relationship. This
gives them an edge.' "
The coaches had much more to
tell Barnhart, and all of it was in
similar glowing terms. Schmakel's
latest decision to hire Ferguson led
Barnhart to conclude his column
by saying:
" No one can second guess him on
this decision.''

